WE KNOW NAIL INFECTIONS ARE DIFFICULT TO DIAGNOSE & EXPENSIVE TO TREAT

Target Treatment with Bako's Onychodystrophy DNA Test

**TARGETED TECHNOLOGY.** Knowing the genus/species of the causative agent allows for targeted therapy.

**ACCURATE.** Correlates highly with gold standard histology, while providing identification of genus/species.¹

**TIMELY.** Rapid results mean the right treatment, right away.

**COST EFFECTIVE.** Quick identification of genus/species supports informed treatment decisions that can more quickly lead to effective outcomes.²

**REQUIRED.** Many payors require precise identification of fungal species for preauthorization of anti-fungal Rx.

**COVERED.** Bako’s onychodystrophy DNA test is covered by Medicare and most insurance plans.

ORDER TODAY 855-422-5628
Include Bako’s Onychodystrophy DNA Testing with Histology for the Highest Sensitivity and Specificity Diagnostic Testing Available

Gain all the advantages of Bako’s onychodystrophy DNA test, plus the added benefit of testing the sample for trauma, neoplastic processes and non-infectious nail diseases, when you include DNA testing with histopathology.
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